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Overview
This plugin allows you to more accurately track changes to certain backend modules. So you
always have the exact overview which user has made a specific change. You will receive a
detailed list of the changed values. Changes are logged for the following backend modules:


Theme Manager



Basic Settings



Orders



Categories



Articles

All changed values are logged in a module, together with the time of the change and the user
who made it. This data is stored in several additional tables. To avoid overloading your
database, logs can be deleted automatically after a certain time.
In order to be able to access the logs you have created, there is a new tab in the Log module in
which all logs are clearly listed.
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Installation
Install the plugin using the Plugin Manager (details on the Plugin Manager can be found in the
Shopware Wiki). Afterwards the plugin works immediately.
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Using the plugin
To view the logs, call up the tab "Advanced log" in the backend via the menu item "Settings"
→ "Logfile". Here you have an overview of the available logs, which can be searched and
deleted as in the Shopware standard.

By clicking on the magnifying glass on the right you can call up the detailed view, in which all
changed values are listed with their old and new values. This view can also be searched.
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Settings
4.1 Storage Time
Here you can set how long (in days) the logs are to be stored in the database. If the logs are
not to be deleted, enter 0 here.
ATTENTION: Especially in larger shops, the logs can overload the database at some point if
they are not deleted regularly.
If you uninstall the plugin, all data and tables will be deleted, so make sure you don't need the
log data anymore.
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Support
Do you have any questions or would you like to customize this plug-in to your individual
requirements?
Please use the Shopware plug-in support function in your Shopware Account .
Do you need help meeting your Shopware requirements? Please use our contact form at
https://rhiem.com/en/contact,
or send us an email at: shopware@rhiem.com.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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License Agreement
Please note our license agreement: https://rhiem.com/license-agreement.pdf
By using our plugin you confirm that you have read the license agreement and agree with it.
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